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What is safe passage engineering? The emergency services
organisations work in extreme risk to life conditions, the
need to be able to direct their own or the rescued parties
down a safe route or to stop them travelling into an area of
danger is imperative. LGI’s Waysafe product offers a simple
solution to the problem.

Waysafe’s illuminated cable can quickly and efficiently be
used to mark a safe route or area of danger above or
below ground, or even in water. It is simple to deploy and
operate, with minimum of training required. Should the
illumination cable be damaged it is simply repaired on site.
All Waysafe models are available in 50m, 100m, 200m,
and 300m lengths.
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Battery Waysafe

The standard battery powered Waysafe
systems marks a significant advance in
capability over current technology.

The Waysafe linear illuminated marking
system has been designed for use in
low light or dark applications either
internally or externally. It enables the
user to mark a safe route or to mark a
hazard.

The portable Waysafe system’s cable is
only 5mm in diameter. The cable emits
a brilliant Blue/Green light along its
entire length. This colour is highly
visible at night and provides the safety
and comfort factors inherent in a clear
constant reference point. The product
range has been developed specifically
to accommodate the need for both
portable and plug in power. There are
Four standard illumination colours
available, these are:- Blue/Green, Red,
Lime Green and Orange. Illumination
lengths 50m, 100m, 200m and 300m
with long illumination times from 8 to
30 hours per charge.
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110/240v Waysafe

The 110/240v Waysafe has been
developed specifically to accommodate
the requirements of the construction
and Rail industry where the
requirement for both portable and
plug in power was required.

The portable Waysafe system’s cable
is only 5mm in diameter. The standard
cable emits a brilliant Blue/Green light
along its entire length. This colour is
highly visible at night and provides the
safety and comfort factors inherent in
a clear constant reference point.

The cable will remain illuminated all
the time that the Waysafe is plugged
in a power source.
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There are four standard
illumination colours
available, these are:-
Blue/Green, Red, Lime
Green and Orange.

Illumination lengths
from 50 to 300 metres.
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Directional Waysafe

The Directional Waysafe linear
illuminated marking system was
developed originally as an option to
the current B.A. line. We have now
fully developed the illuminated B.A.
line, which can be seen further in this
catalogue.

The Directional Waysafe has proven to
be a great success across many
different market sectors, its use in low
light or dark applications either
internally or externally has been well
received. It enables the user to give a
visible indication as to the direction of
travel, which is ideal when working in
difficult terrain.
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The Waysafe system’s cable is only 5mm in diameter.
The cable emits a brilliant Lime Green light along its
entire length. This colour is highly visible at night and
provides the safety and comfort factors inherent in a
clear constant reference point.. We also offer this
product with Blue/Green, Orange Illumination material.
Control option allows the user to change the direction,
increase speed of direction and to increase or decrease
the illumination levels.
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110v  Battery Backup 
Waysafe

The 110v Battery Backup Waysafe is the 
simple solution to all your 
marking/cordoning needs plus the 
added advantage of up to 15 hours 
battery backup should the power source 
fail.

Typical Rail applications include:
• Safe walking Route
• Demarcation of safe working areas
• Marking safe working areas adjacent to platforms and

embankments.
• Demarcation of walkways to and from parking areas

and storage compounds
• Tracing and marking cables that run under tracks.
• Over rail-track warning lines to reduce risk of MEWPs

and other tracked plant/vehicles passing outside
designated working zone.

• Demarcation of unexpected hazardous zones during
early stages of project surveys

• Cable replacement and upgrading
• Highlighting and cordoning off areas that are outside

work-light zones or that are cast in shadow.
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110v Directional Waysafe
The 110 or 240v input Waysafe has
been developed to accommodate the
requirements of the construction and
Rail industry where the requirement
for both portable and plug in power is
essential.

The portable Waysafe system’s cable
is only 5mm in diameter. The standard
cable emits a brilliant Blue/Green light
along its entire length for the
construction industry and Orange for
the Rail sector. These colours are
highly visible at night and provide the
safety and comfort factors inherent in
a clear constant reference point. The
product range has been developed
specifically to accommodate the
requirements for both portable and
plug in power.

There are Four standard illumination
colours available, these are:-
Blue/Green, Red, Lime Green and
Orange. Illumination lengths from 50
to 300 metres.
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110v Directional Battery 
Backup Waysafe

The 110v Directional Battery Backup
Waysafe is the simple solution to all
your marking and cordoning needs
plus the added advantage of up to 15
hours battery backup should the
power source fail. When the Waysafe
is plugged into a power source it will
automatically recharge the internal
batteries.

The Waysafe offers the user the ability
to give a visual indication of direction
of travel. The various controls allow
the user to change the direction,
increase speed of direction and to
increase or decrease the illumination
levels and a flash mode to enhance
the visibility.

This product is available
with illumination lengths
from 50 to 300 metres.
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The Waysafe illuminated B.A. Line has
been developed following many years
of trials and testing. This product is
suitable for use in low light, dark or
smoke-filled environments either
internally or externally. It enables the
user to clearly mark a safe route.

One of the many benefits of this
products over conventional systems is
that once the line is deployed, it
increases the time at the fire face due
to the fact, that fire fighters will be
able to move more efficiently to and
from the scene.

This 60m unit is contained within its
own bag which can be worn by the
user; the cable can be pulled from the
bag and tied off as usual. The
illuminated line is fitted with indicators
which are fixed on the cable, so in the
extremely rare situation where power
to the cable was lost, the user could
simply follow the cable using the same
procedure that is currently employed.

Illuminated B.A. Line
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Powerpack Waysafe
The powerpack waysafe was developed
out of a requirement from the
command-and-control units from the
various Emergency Services groups, who
wanted to be able to have control over
the illumination in terms of when it
could be illuminated, the mode of
illumination (either static or Flashing)
and the duration of illumination time.
The powerpack waysafe has all the
capability of the standard battery
waysafe but contained in an IP67 carry
case.

This powerpack can also be supplied as a
directional version which offers the
additional benefit of being able to decide
what direction the illumination should
show and both speed and brightness
levels of the illumination material.
The illuminated cable is supplied on a
drum which simply connects to the case.
One of the benefits of this product is that
you can have a single powerpack, but
you can have any number of drums of
coloured illumination material which can
be plugged in as and when required.
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110v Battery Backup 
Powerpack Waysafe
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As an alternative solution to the standard
battery powered powerpack we have
developed the 110v battery backup
version for situations where extended
illumination times are required. This is
available to both the static and
directional versions.

The unit consists of an IP 65 case in
which all power and control features are
sited. The illuminated cable is supplied
on a drum which simply connects to the
case. One of the benefits of this product
is that you can have a single powerpack,
but you can have any number of drums
of coloured illumination material which
can be plugged in as and when required
to cover differing environments.

We will shortly be launching the High-
Rise unit where the user will be able to
plug in up to five illumination cable of
different colours, thereby being able to
zone different areas from the same unit.
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Features and Benefits:
•Pressure Resistant to 10 Bars / 100m
•Negative buoyancy
•Colours: Blue/Green and Lime/Green
•Length 25m
•Diameter 4 mm
•135mm x 139mm x 195 mm
•Tensile Force 40 Kg
•Battery Autonomy 3.5 Hours 
•Battery Technology Li-ion
•Charging Time 90-240 VAC 2.5-3 Hours
•Approval CE

25m Submersible Waysafe
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Waysafe is devised to give long-term,
autonomous marking, signaling, and
guidance when visibility is low using a
bright continuous luminescence rope. Its
aim is to provide assistance and
security to all divers who need guiding in
low or no visibility water conditions, in
either open or closed environments.
Users can see and be seen in the dark,
while remaining free in to undertake the
required activity.
The luminous lifelines provides operators

with greater security and efficiency and
reduces stress levels.
Waysafe sturdy construction is designed
for professional use. This product has
been developed in collaboration with
military and professional divers.
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50m Submersible Waysafe

The Waysafe Submersible was developed to
overcome the problem of not having a clear
reference point underwater. The unit can be
submerged to a depth of 200m, the cable can
then be paid out and illuminated. The
Waysafe Submersible systems mark a
significant advance in capability over current
underwater marking methodology. Simple and
speedy deployment reduces time on task and
allows a clearly visible route to be followed.

DESCRIPTION

The system comprises a cable drum and a
rechargeable power pack.
Illumination material length is 50m. The
battery pack as shown in the picture is a
cylindrical unit fitted with a handle and
includes all electronics, switching and
recharging capability, as well as pressure
safety valve and a leak tight connector for the
cable.
The illumination material is 5mm diameter
and is fitted with a reinforced, watertight male
connector and wrist strap. Standard color is
lime green, but Blue green, Red, Orange and
white Illumination is available.
Illumination times on the 50m is 4 -7 hours
depending upon which mode of operation,
Static/Flash

It’s in our DNA
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100, 200 & 300M Submersible 
Waysafe’s

When there is a requirement to mark a clear
route over longer distances, as in a shot or
salvage line you can now use one of our
extended submersible illumination Waysafe
products.

The Waysafe Submersible was developed to
overcome the problem of not having a clear
reference point underwater. The unit can be
submerged to a depth of 102m, the cable can
then be paid out and illuminated. Simple and
speedy deployment reduces time on task and
allows a clearly visible route to be followed.

DESCRIPTION

The system comprises a submersible Cable
drum which contains all power and control of
the illumination system. Illumination material
lengths are available in 100m, 200m, and
300m lengths.

The illumination material is 5mm diameter
and is fitted with a reinforced, watertight male
connector and a wrist strap. Standard color is
lime green, but we can also supply Blue green,
Red, Orange and white Illumination.
Illumination times on the 200m is 6 hours in
Static mode.
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Waysafe
Specifications

Battery Waysafe
Illumination Durations at 50m
Illumination mode:         30 hours
Tensile Strength: 5 kilos
Cable Diameter: 5mm

Power Output
Voltage: 12v Nominal

14.4v Max

Recharge Information
Recharge time: 3.5 hours
No of Recharges: 600

Dimensions & Weights

A = 235 mm B =135 mm
C = 110 mm F = 210 mm
H = 300 mm T = 180 mm
Weights  Static
Battery Waysafe: 4.5   Kg
Battery Backup: 4.5   Kg
110V Waysafe:                    4.0   Kg

Weights  Directional
Battery Waysafe:                5.0  Kg
Battery Backup:                  5.0  Kg
110V Waysafe: 4.5  Kg

Part No. Static Illumination
Battery Waysafe:               PWB-50M
Battery backup: PWBBU-50M
110/240V Input: PW110V-50M

Part No. Directional Illumination
Battery Waysafe:               PWBD-50M
Battery backup: PWDBBU-50M
110/240V Input:                 PWD110V-50M

IP Rating IP65 

Battery Waysafe
Illumination Durations at 200m
Illumination mode:        12 hours
Tensile Strength: 5 kilos
Cable Diameter: 5mm

Power Output
Voltage: 12v Nominal

14.4v Max

Recharge Information
Recharge time: 3.5 hours
No of Recharges: 600

Dimensions & Weights

A = 310 mm B =170 mm
C = 112 mm F = 262 mm
H = 370 mm T = 224 mm
Weights  Static
Battery Waysafe:             12.0   Kg
Battery Backup: 11.5   Kg
110V Waysafe:                 11.0   Kg

Weights  Directional
Battery Waysafe: 13.0  Kg
Battery Backup: 4.0  Kg
110V Waysafe: 4.0  Kg

Part No. Static Illumination
Battery Waysafe:             PWB-50M
Battery backup:                PWBBU-50M
110/240V Input: PW110V-50M

Part No. Directional Illumination
Battery Waysafe:             PWBD-200M
Battery backup:                PWDBB-200M
110/240V Input:              PWD110V200M

IP Rating IP65

Battery Waysafe
Illumination Durations at 300m
Illumination mode:          8 hours
Tensile Strength: 5 kilos
Cable Diameter: 5mm

Power Output
Voltage: 12v Nominal

14.4v Max

Recharge Information
Recharge time: 3.5 hours
No of Recharges: 600

Dimensions & Weights

A = 380 mm B =236 mm
C = 182 mm F = 310 mm
H = 491mm T = 291 mm
Weights  Static
Battery Waysafe: 15.5  Kg
Battery Backup: 15.0  Kg
110V Waysafe: 14.5  Kg

Weights  Directional
Battery Waysafe: 17.0  Kg
Battery Backup: 4.0  Kg
110V Waysafe: 4.0  Kg

Part No. Static Illumination
Battery Waysafe:          PWB-50M
Battery backup: PWBBU-50M
110/240V Input: PW110V-50M

Part No. Directional Illumination
Battery Waysafe:         PWBD-300M
Battery backup:            PWDBBU300M
110/240V Input: PWD110V300M

IP Rating IP65

All Waysafe products are available in the following illumination colours, Blue/Green, Lime Green, Orange, Red and white. Other colours may be available but it is subject to a 
1000m minimum run.

Submersible Waysafe’s
Illumination times
25m Submersible 3.5 hours
50m Submersible 4 hours
100m Submersible 8 hours
200m Submersible 6 hours
300m Submersible 4 hours

Recharge Information
Recharge time: 4 hours
No of Recharges: 600

Dimensions & Weights

25m Submersible
Body: 139mm
Width: 122mm
Height: 195mm
Weight: 2.5 Kg

50m Submersible
Cylinder Dia:                       80 mm
Total Length: 240 mm
Cable Drum:    235 x204 x 295mm
Weight: 1.5 Kg

All other models are as shown on the static 
waysafe products

Part No. Static Illumination
25m PWSUB-25m-20
50m PWSUB-50m-19
100m PWSUB-100m-19
200m PWSUB-200m-19
300m PWSUB-300m-19

P Rating IP68

Battery Waysafe
Illumination Durations at 100m
Illumination mode:     15 hours
Tensile Strength: 5 kilos
Cable Diameter: 5mm

Power Output
Voltage: 12v Nominal

14.4v Max

Recharge Information
Recharge time: 3.5 hours
No of Recharges: 600

Dimensions & Weights

Weights  Static
Battery Waysafe:           8.5   Kg
Battery Backup: 8.5   Kg
110V Waysafe:             8.0   Kg

Weights  Directional
Battery Waysafe: 9.0  Kg
Battery Backup: 4.0  Kg
110V Waysafe:             4.0  Kg

Part No. Static Illumination
Battery Waysafe:          PWB-50M
Battery backup:             PWBBU-50M
110/240V Input:            PW110V-50M

Part No. Directional Illumination
Battery Waysafe:          PWBD-100M
Battery backup:             PWDBBU-100M
110/240V Input:            PWD110-100M

P Rating IP65 

A = 310 mm B =170 mm
C = 112 mm F = 262 mm
H = 370 mm T = 224 mm




